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A B S T R A C T

Apparent akin doaes significantly higher than ejected have been indicated
by some thezmDluntinesoant dosimeters CUD), issued and processed by the
Radiation Protection Bureau of Health and Welfare Canada, and worn by mill
<*nployees at teak Ltd., duf f Lake. Calculations have indicated that skin
dose* as a result of exposure to uranium ore are likely to be no more than
twice the whole body doses. An investigation of employee operations coupled
with doje rate measurements in the mill support this view. Experiments were
conducted to expose TL dosimeters to a variety of radioactive materials commonly
found in the mill environment under different conditions, the results of these
experiments together with a re-examination of the original dosimeters in
question leads to the conclusion that contamination either on or inside the
dosimeter badge was the cause of the «ftwnrnwi apparent skin doses. I t i s
therefore reccnmsnder* that for individuals with apparent skin doses in excess
of twice the body dose, the actual skin dose should be considered to be equal
to twice the body dose for purposes of determining compliance with the AEC
Regulations. I t i s further raoonnended that the National Dose Registry records
of anomalous skin doses to /rook employees be amended to reflect this .

R E S U M E

Des doaes apparentes abaorbfies par la peau, qui Staienfc beaucoup plus importantes
que prevues, ont tt& indiguSes par des dosimetres thermoluminescents (TW), dilivres
et traites par le Bureau de la radioprotection de SantS & Bien-Stre Canada, et
portSs par les employes d'usine de la Amok Ltd., duff Lake. D'apf&s certains
calculs, les doses absorbSes par la peau en raison de 1'exposition au mineral
d'uranium ne sont probablemsnt pas plus de deux fois superieures aux doses
absorbees par l'organisme entier, C'est ce que confirms une engufite sur les
activities des employes et des nesures de doses dans l'usine. Des experiences ont
& £ manSes pour expoeer des dosiiuetres |TL I une variitfi da matiSres radioactives
que l'on tzouve frSquenment dans l'envircnneraent d'usine dans differentes con-
ditions. Les xesultats de ces experiences ainsi qu'un nouvel examen des dosinetres
originaux en question permettent de concluze que les doses anornales apparentes
absorbees par la paau ont 6t€ causees par une contamination externe ou interne
du bodge des obaimetres. II est done xecamand§ que dans le cas des personnes
dont les doaes apparentes absorbees par la peau depassent deux fois la dose
afcsorbSe par le corps, la doae abeodsfe par la paau soit considerfe egale £ deux
fois la dose abeorbee par le corps afin de determiner si ces doses sont en con-
foooitS avec Xe RKglament »ur le contrOle de l'energie atoraique. II est en outre
neenmande ainsi de modifier les fiches des doses anoxmales & la peau des
employes de Amok qui sont enregistrees dans lfi fichier dosifflStrique national.



DWRXOCTION

Results fcan sane TWe issued and processed by the Radiation Protection
Bureau of Health and Welfare Canada, and worn by mill employees of AMOK
Ltd, Cluff Late, have indicated akin doses significantly higher than expected
and in sane cases in excess of the regulatory quarterly limit tor the skin
(15 ran). Investigation of the duties carried on by the affected individuals
indicate that these duties were in no way abnormal and that their radiation
doses would be expected to correlate closely with those of their colleagues employed
in the same work unit. Concern has been expressed by both employees and management
of the company, and by the regulatory agencies involved.

Calculations have been performed (Utting, 80) which indicate that beta dose
rates at one metre from a large mass of uranium ore are approoojnately equal to
the ganma doss rates indicating that the skin dose should not exceed whole body dose
by more than about two to one. Ihese sane calculations indicate that even in the
unrealistic but conservative situation of continuous contact with a large expanse
of uranium ore, the beta dose rates will be approximately twice the gamma dose
rate indicating a madman skin to whole body dose ratio of about three to one. "One
dangers of heavy reliance on calculational models is appreciated since they
of necessity employ gross simplifications and departures from reality in order
to sake the calculations manageable, and therefore have to be followed up with
experimental measurements. However, such calculations are useful in setting
bounds to the problem. In this case, it can be stated that the ratio of skin to
whole body dose is unlikely to exceed two to one.

The objective of this investigation was to determine experimentally if indeed the skin
dose does not exceed the body dose by more than two or three to one and hence
to determine likely causes of the results for sane mill workers of ftnok Ltd.,
Cluff lake, where apparent skin to body doses were reported by the Radiation
Protection Bureau as significantly greater than this.



Description of Experimental Measurements

1. An extended tour of the uranium mill was carried out, including all those

areas where employees spend significant periods of tine. In each area

•saaurements of both ganna and beta dose rates were made. In addition, the

response of a geiger counter (Berthold IS 1200 with window open) to many of the

contaminants found in the mill (ore dust, leach tailings, yellowcake, etc.)

was determined both with and without the use of a 2 inn aluminum absorber. This

latter procedure was an attempt at simulating the difference in response for the

two T.L. chips in the KEB dosimeter, one of which is covered by 2 ran of aluminum

while the other is covered by a thin mylar tape, d e function of the mylar tape

is twofold: (a) to simulate the epidermis, and (b) to protect the T.L.

chips from contamination and dirt. Details on the design of the dosiinetry system

has been p*»n«hori (Jones, 71). The ratio of response of the gieger counter

with and without the 2 mm aluminum plate was also determined for various thin

and thick radiation sources which could arise in the mill (ore dust, leach

tailings and yellowcake).

2. Two separate experiments were carried out in which dosimeter badges and

direct reading dosimeters (DSDs) were exposed to a piece of high grade ore for

forty-eight hours, lhe experimental set up is shown in Figure 1.

In the first of these experiments, two dosimeter badges and one direct

reading dosimeter (DSD) were attached to an aluminum bracket at each of four

comers of a cardboard rectangle of about 60 x 45 an. 3he piece of ore was

left undisturbed at the centre of this rectangle while the dosimeters on the

brackets were rotated from corner to corner every 12 hours, such that after

48 hours each dosimeter combination had bsen exposed for equal time at each

corner. This procedure ensured that even though the piece of ore was not

likely to produce an isotropic dose rate, each dosimeter combination would be

aaipoasd approodnately equally. Ohe second experiment was similar except that

four drwim»h»r badges were exposed at each comer instead of two.
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3. m otder to determine the ratio of deep to shallow dose that might
be obtained as a result of exposing intact dosimeters to a variety of
tfrtTT-tain found in the mill environment, a nxter of doBineterB were placed
in contact with these materials for an extended period, as follows:

(a) four badges were placed in contact with a piece of high grade ore;
(b) three badges were evenly coated with powdered ore;
(c) three badges were evenly coated with yellowcake;
(d) three badges were evenly coated with leach ta i l s ;
(e) s ix badges were ianeraed in a slurry of ore recovered from

spillage in the mill.

4. In order to determine the effect of contamination of the bare plagues:

(a) three plagues were evenly coated with pandered ore;
(b) three plagues were evenly coated with yellowcake;
(c) three jxlncjaen were evenly coated with leach t a i l s .

5. In order to determine the likely ratios of deep to shallow dose obtainable
frcro very uneven distribution of contamination, trace amounts of powdered ore,
yellowcake and leach ta i l s were placed only on the thin chip of sane bare plagues,
and on the beta window of sane complete badges.

6. Finally, two concurrent sets of dosimeters worn by mill pur samel were examined
at the Radiation Protection Bureau lab in Ottawa to try and identify those that
•By have carried contamination away from the s i t e . The f irst set of dosimeters
analyzed were those issued for the wearing period of October 1 to Deoanber 31, 1980.
Oiis group of dosimeters were received by Radiation Protection Bureau in mid-
Tebruary, xead out on the 26th February 1981 and reported to took Ltd. on the
27th February 1981. M l dosimeters were then stored in a low background
radiation area until May 7, 1981. They were then analyzed once mace in exactly
the same Manner as previously. The results of this analysis leads to the
conclusion that as arany as 20 dosimeter* carry detectable contamination. A
visual inspection of these did not reveal any abnormalities.



A mauund set of dosimeters, worn January 1 to March 31, 1981, was analyzed
first and then checked for ccntandnation. All dosimeters with reported values
of greater than 500 n m body were set aside and geiger tube measurements
were nade. Once again contamination was detected. A report to the "company
(R.P.B., 81) indicates which dosimeters they were.

Hesults and Comments

During the tour of the mill neasurenents were node of both gamra and beta
dose rates. "She maximum garara dose rate found due to ore dust, ore slurry
and leach tailings spilled from conveyor belts was about 5 mrad/h- Ihe
measurements were made within a few centimetres from the material. The
corresponding beta doee rates made with an instrument specifically designed
for measuring tissue beta doee rate (AEP5210) indicated values up to 100
nrad/h. Kith respect to these latter measurements, it should be pointed cst
that the scale of the instrument used was quasi-logarithmic with a range of
up to 100 xads/h; 50 mrad/h being the first division on the scale. Unfortunately
a beta tissue dose rate meter with a range more suitable for the measurements
made is not available en the North American market; however, even though the
beta dose rate maasurenents lack precision, it is reasonable to assert that
the beta dose rates do not exceed 100 mrad/h. This indicates a maximum ratio
of skin to body dose (that could be expected as a result of close exposure
(a few centimeters) to ore dust, slurry or leach tails) of about 20:1. At
realistic distances the beta tissue dose rate meter did not register due to
its lack of sensitivity. Measurements were also made using a thin window
gieger detector both with and without a 2 ran aluminium shield and maximum
ratios shown in Table 1 were obtained.



PffltE 1

Response of • thin window geiger detector
to various radioactive contaminants found
in the sri.ll.

General readings from various
Radioactive Contaminants
found in the Bill

>iece of high grade ore. (on contact)

>iece of high grade ore (at app. 15CBI]

[hick layer of ore dust

Biin layer of ore dust

Ihin layer of yellowcake

Ihick layer of leach tails

Oiin layer of leach tails

without 2 an
Al shield

(Arbitrary

30

20

63

48

7.5

33

32

with 2 mm
Al shield

Units)

16

14

12

3

0.3

3

2

Ratio

1.9

1.4

5.3

16

25

11

16

It will be noticed that thick sources produce ratios of beta plus garam to
gamn ratios of up to 11 while thin sources produce ratios of up to 25. Bie
thin sources simulate uniform oontamnaticn on or very close to a dosimeter
while the thick source simulate exposure by a dosimeter at close proximity
to the type of bulk radioactive material found in the mill, e .g. on conveyor
belts . I t should be noted however that at the actual distances that a
dosimeter i s likely to be placed from such radioactive material when worn by
an individual these ratios wil l be nuch l e s s .

Cables 2a and 2b give the results of exposing dosimeter badges to a piece of high
grade ore for an extended period. Fig. 1 shows the experimental arrangement.
By rotating the dosimeters every twelve hours through 90», each set of
dosimeters received approximately equal exposure.
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TOHCE 2 (a)
aeault* of exposure of T.L. dosimeters and
direct reading dbsiaeters to piece of high
grade ore for 48 hours.

A

B

C

D

T^tw Trr>

DEEP
axad

250

190

150

160

SHALLOW

arad

540

440

360

420

Mtio

Shallow/Deep

2.2

2.6

2.4

2.6

RIOCTTU)

SEEP

•rad

210

160

270

160

SHALLOW

•rad

450

420

510

360

Ratio

Shallow/Deep

2.1

2.6

1.9

2.3

DRD

mrad

ISO

188

177

193

Mean r a t i o o f Shallow/Deep - 2 . 3

The distance from the source was about
40 cm. therefore, a hypothetical individual who spends al l his time in close
proximity to high grade ore could receive a skin dose about 2 tines his
body dose. Beta dose rate drops off such nore rapidly with distance than game
dose rate, and therefore, since in real situations the average distance between
a person and the radioactive material i s much greater than 40 cm, the ratio i s
less than this .
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IABLE 2(1>)

Results of second experiment in which
T.L. dosiaeters and direct reading
doalaeters were exposed to a piece of
high grade ore for 48 hours.

A

B

C

D

TLD
Left top

DEEP
•rad

90

80

95

75

SHALLOV
•rad

170

140

170

160

latic

1.9

1.8

1.8

2.1

1 TLD
Left bottom

DEEP
•rad

85

100

90

100

SHALLOW
•rad

130

160

140

160

tatlo

1.5

1.6

1.6

1.6

TLD
Right top

DEEP
•rad

100

80

80

85

SHALLOW
•rad

130

120

120

130

Satic

1.3

1.5

1.5

1.5

TLD
Right bottom

DEEP
orad

110

80

110

120

SHALLOV
nrad

230

120

190

200

Ratic

2.1

1.5

1.7

1.7

DRD
mrad

88

85

92

83

Mean ratio of Shallow/Deep a 1.7

Die second experiment employed a lesser quantity of ore as a source than the
first, resulting in a dose rate apprexbmtely half that of the first experiment.
The mean ratio of shallow to deep dose ves also somewhat less in the second
experiment. The overall mean ratio of shallow to deep for the two experiments

1.9.

The sesults of exposing badges to various radioactive materials found in the
mill are given in Table 3. In each case the material was actually in contact
with the dosimeters for a period of 48 hours, and in cases b, c, and d, might
simulate the effect of gross contamination.
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3BBLE 3

Response to T.L. dosiaaters left in contact
with various Materials for a period of
approximately 48 hours.

Source
Material

(a) High
grade
ore

(b) Powdered
ore

(c) Tellow-
cake

(d) Leach
tails

(e) Slurry

BEEP
•rad

5600
3930
4940
5650

270
620
370

240
90
80

130
230
210

5800
4610
4940
•4640
•5160
•4680

SHALLOW
•rad

19160
6410
7620

13090

3510
6700
5120

2690
2570
1750

3240
4230
4720

12370
9560
9320
11810
11540
9210

Ratio SHALLOW/DEEP

3.4
1.6
1.6
2.2

13.0
10.8
13.8

11.2
28.6
21.9

24.9
18.4
22.5

2.1
2.1
1.9
2.4
2.2
2.0

MEAN RATIO

12.5

20.5

21.9

Note that for c and d, ratios higher than 20 to 1 are obtained. This conta-
mination « B S spread evenly on the dosimeter. Non uniform contamination spread
pxeferent tally over only the beta window of the badge far instance, would
result in ratios vastly greater than this.

Please note that for the six badges immersed in ore slurry, the three marked
with an asterisk were sealed in a plastic bag identical to the ones currently
in was at Quff Mine, while the other three were not sealed in plastic. No
significant difference in response was observed either in deep or shallow
dose
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Cbntamination was a l s o spread approximately evenly on bare plaques. Results

are given i n Table 4 .

XflBUB 4

Evenly spread contamination on bare plagues

Powdered ore

Leach t a i l s

Sfellowcake

THICK CHIP
reading

6680
9120
8360

6890
5210
7410

3010
2980
2670

THIN CHIP
reading

11190
6310 •
5925 •

7640
6030
7690

1260 •
2920 •
3620

RATIO

1 . 7
0.9
0.7

1.1
1.2
1.0

0.4
1.0
1.4

MEAN RATIO

1 .1

1 . 1

0 . 9

* The thin chip results are normally expected to be equal to or greater than
the thick chip, since i t i s assured that skin exposure will always be at
least as great as the body dose. EPB normally set the skin dose equal to
the body dose when the thin chip reads less than the thick chip. (RPB 78) In this
experimental program the actual chip readings are presented.

The data in Table 4 indicate that i f the bare plague, and hence both the chips,
are evenly contaminated with a thin layer, the readings from each chip will be
apprcodnately equal. This i s as would be expected.
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Oontandnatixxi applied cnly to the beta window of dosimetxy badges

and to bare plaques yielded the results shown in Tables 5a and 5b respectively.

TABLE 5 (a)

Contamination applied only to the
beta window of T.L. dosiaeters

SOURCE MATERIAL

Powdered ore

Yellovcalce

Leach tails

THICK CHIP
reading

82

74

49

THIN CHIP
reading

3030

6080

6620

Ratio

37

82

135

TABLE 5(b)

Contamination applied only to
thin chip of bare plaques

the

SOURCE MATERIAL

Powdered ore

Ycllovcake

Leach tails

THICK CHIP
reading

84

149

196

THIN CHIP
reading

280

2920

6960

Ratio

3

20

36

Note that the values shown in Tables 5a and 5b are raw dosimeter exposure

values, and no atteqpt has been made to interpret these in terras of

personnel dose following the normal Radiation Protection Bureau procedures

(FPB-78). To do so would render the thick chip values (body dose) equal to

sero and hence the ratios equal to infinity.
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COKUSXOtS

1. Older normal working conditions, that i s , asstxning that individuals
do not spend appreciable tine closer than a few tens ox centinetxes from
bare xadioactivs material, mill employees at duf f lake wiLl experience a skin
dose of less than '<wios the body dose.

2. investigation of mill operations indicates that
mill employees engaged in normal zotaticnal type duties would be likely to
receive a daily body dose within the range 0-20 mrem. The corresponding skin
dose would likely be less than twice as ouch.

Therefore, tvpical whole body doses received by trill personnel per quarter
(45 working days) should be about 450 means. Doses significantly in excess

of this (say greater than 1000 means) would be regarded as unusual, and could
be:

(a) correct dose arising from a combination of
working conditions that are not foreseen (unlikely)

(b) correct dose arising from non-occupational exposures
(c) incorrect dose due to contamination

3. Contamination with finely divided radioactive nwtwiais conroanly found
within the mill at Ctuf f I«uce on the outside of the badge can easily produce
apparent skin to body dose ratios of greater than 20 to 1. Non-uniform
contamination such as a small quantity of radioactive material on the thin
chip only, as can easily happen i f the mylar beta window i s punctured, can
produce ration significantly higher than this .

4 . Apparent skin doses indicated by dosimeters worn by certain mill
•qployees of up to 70 times the body dose are likely caused by contamination
of the dosimeter, or sane other n"n-opnT'H"f'3rm1 exposure. I t should be
remembered that the dosiraetry period in question (Jan. 81 - March 81) was three
months and contamination experienced early in this period or already present
from previous use, would have built up a significant exposure by the end of
this time.
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5. T X . dosimeters chedced an the R.P.B. laboratory in Ottawa indicated

that many were contaminated. Nc obvious oorrelation seems to exist between

thocs showing contamination and vfcaee assigned to people with high apparent

•kin doses; however, all the contjminated dosimeters had originally shown

akin to body doses greater than 3 to 1.

One fact that « n y of the dosimeters used at the mill were found to be contaminated,

indicates that many others not specifically checked may also have been oontaminated

axd this lends weight, to the opinion that the abnormal dose, results were caused by

such contamination. In some cases, ti is contamination may well have appeared as

enhancement of the reported body dose only. The results in Table 4 indicate that very

different body and skin doses are not lilcely frcm contaminated plagues unless the con-

tamination is highly localised adjacent to one chip. These results indicate that

there is little chance of identification of suspect readings due to contamination

through monitoring of the plaques, and the results of the investigation at

R.P.B. confirm this.

6. Results from dosimeters that have been sealed in plastic every day to (i)

help prevent ingress of contamination, and (ii) not allow buildup of exterior

contamination for a period of greater than one day indicate that while the

problem is not eliminated completely the situation is greatly improved.

7. The ratio of skin doses to body doses is in reality less than two to one.

This can be expressed in terms of the ratios of the respective maximum

permissible doses as follows.

Ratio of skin to
body dose

< 2sl

Ratio as a function
of annual dose liait

< 0.3:1

Ratio as a function
of proposed i
annual dose limit

< 0.2sl

M.B. aha currant annual doae lilt for skin is 30 ran
compared to 5 ram for whole body, while the proposed values baaed
oa ICRP xwcoaaMndations is 50 rem for akin and 5 rem tor whole body.
(ICHP-77)
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assumption that akin dose due to beta exposure in uranium mines and
• i l l s i s of limited oonoszn compared to gamma dose to the «tol£ body was
the justification used for the design of a new dosimeter for uranium mine
and mill employees, where the capability for skin dose assessment i s
sacrificed in exchange for a more reliable gonna dose assessment. Die results
of tills experimental piuyiamie justify that assumption..

J.B. Use Radiation Protection Bureau will shortly be issuing, to a l l i t s
dosimetry subscribers, a brief reminder about the proper handling
of the ppirwmvil monitors. This information sheet will indicate
the necessary steps each organization must follow to ensure correct
handling, by outlining the sensitive features of these dosimeters.
Plague sensitivity to ultraviolet light and other contaminant material
will be discussed.
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m»ccmn?ndatitti

R>r employees of ftnok Ltd., duff Lake, with apparent skin dose in
excess of twice the body dose, the skin dose should be set equal to
twice the body dote for purposes of determining ranfliance with the
ABC Regulations. The National Dose Registry records of anonalous
•kin doses to Amok employees should be amended to reflect this .
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